high-energy photons traversing a 2.8 K blackbody photon gas. Existence of the 2 e f , 2 e-process and the cosmic blackbody radiation thus guarantees that the universe is opaque for all photon energies above l o t 4 eV. The question of single-pair production in collisions with cosmic radio-wave photons is discussed, and the uncertainty in our knowledge of the important low-frequency end of the radio spectrum is emphasized.
Other processes (y + y' + muons, hadrons, etc.) are discussed briefly, and it is concluded that they are of minor importance.
A treatment of meson pair production in yy collisions including inelasticity and current algebra
Abstract. - We have considered two problems posed by dispersive approaches to yy -, ~T C and yy + KK amplitudes, namely the introduction of inelastic unitarity and the ambiguity in partial wave dispersion relation subtractions. Introducing an (R, 9) representation for nn amplitudes, we have transformed inelastic unitarity into an inhomogeneous HilbertRiemann problem, completely defined by one subtraction and by the knowledge of meson-meson partial Abstract. -The equivalent photon approximation is studied for the case where the scattered electron is detected. The equivalent photon is then polarised. The region of validity is found to depend on the virtual photon scattering angle, rather than on the electron scattering angle, and this distinction is important. A discrepancy concerning the dependence on beam energy of the total cross section for ee + e e + hadrons which was noted by Bonneau et al. is resolved. Abstract. -As in a previous paper we consider the inclusive reactions e + e -+ e + e + anything in the two photon exchange approximation. We present the complete calculation of the differential cross section da/d W2 for the production of a state of effective mass Wand we give the expression of the total cross section. We apply this to the muon pair and the pseudoscalar meson (no, q and q') productions. Abstract. -We show that it is possible, in principle, to study the scattering between an (( almost real )) muon or pion and an electron in an e-ef colliding beam experiment where one large-angle electron and one large-angle muon or pion would be measured
Particular cases of particle production in inelastic lepton

